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THROUGH THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW OF DEATH:
DEATH AS A TYPICAL DOMAIN REQUIRING
NON-LITERAL TREATMENT
Agnieszka Hamann
Faculty of “Artes Liberales”, University of Warsaw, Poland. E-mail: ahamann@uw.edu.pl

Abstract
As a difficult and painful experience, death is one of areas of human life that typically calls for non-literal, that is metaphoric or metonymic, treatment. It is a complex domain with many possible conceptualisations. From a European standpoint,
it is frequently conceptualised as the end of a journey and related to darkness. It is also personified as the Grim Reaper – a
cloaked skeletal figure with a scythe, which reaps people like farmers reap crops. On the other hand, in Mesoamerica death is
conceptualised as the commencement of a journey (och-ha’ ‘to water-enter’; och-bih ‘to road-enter’) and the extinguishment of
breath (k’a’ay usak ? ik’il ‘his white … breath diminishes’). This paper examines typical metaphoric and metonymic semantic
extensions in Mayan languages, which reveal patterns of thought hidden behind linguistic expressions, as well as analyses the
images of death as complex, culturally determined conceptual blends.
Keywords: Classic Mayan, cognitive grammar, conceptualizations of death
Resumen
Como una experiencia difícil y dolorosa, la muerte es una de las áreas de la vida humana, que normalmente exigen un
tratamiento no literal, sino metafórico o metonímico. Es un dominio complejo con muchas conceptualizaciones posibles. Desde
un punto de vista europea, la muerte a menudo se conceptualiza como el final de un viaje y se relaciona con la oscuridad. También es personificada como la Parca – una figura esquelética envuelta con una guadaña, que recoge a la gente del mismo modo
como los agricultores cosechan cultivos. Por otro lado, en Mesoamérica, la muerte se conceptualiza como el inicio de un viaje
(ochha’ ‘entrar-agua’; ochbih ‘entrar-camino’) y la extinción del aliento (k’a’ay usak ? ik’il ‘su hálito blanco … desaparece’).
Este contribución examina las extensiones semánticas – metafóricas y metonímicas en los idiomas mayas que revelan patrones
de pensamiento ocultados detrás de las expresiones lingüísticas, así como análisis de las imágenes de la muerte como mezclas
conceptuales complejas, determinadas por la cultura.
Palabras clave: maya jeroglífico, gramática cognitiva, conceptualizaciones de la muerte
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Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil, for you are with me.
Psalm 23:4

INTRODUCTION
Death is one of prototypical domains that call for the use of metaphoric linguistic expressions
(see Kövecses 2010: 23, 26), since universally, for people of all cultures around the world, it is an
extremely upsetting and emotional experience. It has the potential to shatter our sense of security,
to make us feel helpless and vulnerable in a dangerous world. As such, it is often talked about in
ways that try to mask its final character, soften its roughness or tame its unpredictability. However,
the specific linguistic means employed to perform this task may differ across various languages.
This article investigates some typical expressions used in Mayan languages, with particular focus on
Classic Mayan as recorded in the hieroglyphic texts, to talk about death on the basis of popular images
associated with death and certain everyday metaphorical and metonymic semantic extensions.

THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW OF DEATH
The citation from Psalm 23 chosen as the quote at the onset of this article has been translated
into numerous languages all over the world, and these different translations show certain interesting
patterns of thought present in different languages. For instance, Example (1a) is the standard English
version (Bible Hub 2016), while (1b) is the Yukatek Maya translation (Sociedades Bíblicas Unidas
1992). What in English is the ‘valley of the shadow of death’, in Yukatek becomes the ‘darkness of
the depth of the cave’.
(1)

a.
b.

through the valley of the shadow of death
ichil u sen éekjoch’e’enil u taamil áactune
‘in the deep darkness of the depth of the cave’

The English conceptualization focuses on the fact that death is inevitable – a valley offers no
alternatives as for the direction, its tall, shadow-shrouded walls limit possible directions of a person’s
journey to the linear movement forwards through the narrow gorge. In a physical journey, the
alternative would be to go back, to retrograde, which is not possible in the metaphorical context – since
life and death are evidently one-way journeys (for the discussion of Death is a journey conceptual
metaphor, see below). It also shows that speakers of English feel that death casts a shadow over their
lives, a shadow that inhibits growth and makes life more difficult, or even impossible, analogically to
plants that require light to grow and find it difficult, if not impossible, to live in a shadowy location
(via the People are plants conceptual metaphor, compare: tree ‘plant’ and ‘family tree’, bloom
‘produce flowers’ and ‘become more healthy and successful’, which also illustrate this conceptual
metaphor etc.). Finally, it overtly mentions death – the shadow and the valley belong to death itself.
On the other hand, the Yukatek translation does not mention death explicitly, it focuses on the cave
and darkness within. The conceptualization takes us ichil ‘in, inside, within’ of sen ‘very big, large,
huge’ éekjoch’e’enil ‘darkness, being sinister, shady’ in the taamil ‘depth’ of an áaktun ‘cave’ (Barrera
Vásquez 1980: 7, 151, 262, 725, 769). The image is sinister and dark, but the association with death is
not immediately obvious for most modern European individuals.
However, in Maya cultures caves are commonly understood as entrances to the underworld, the
domain of gods and spirits (Stone and Zender 2011: 52; Miller and Taube 1993: 56-57). What is more,
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in some Mayan languages, the word ch’een means not only ‘cave, well’ but also ‘grave’, and, indeed,
caves were frequently used as burial places (Stone and Zender 2011: 52).
Thus, the conceptualizations of death differ in cultures around the world, reflecting the environment
in which people live and resulting in differences in imagery in art and literature. Even a very cursory
search for images related to the biblical psalm introduced above yields numerous images depicting
a very literal valley, frequently combined with the image of the Grim Reaper. These illustrations
demonstrate the importance of the Grim Reaper as a personification of death in European art, and
represent an extremely complex concept that can be analysed as a conceptual blend.

GRIM REAPER AS CONCEPTUAL BLEND
Blending, or conceptual integration, is a process that allows us (1) to “grasp” a relatively complex
idea (2) by viewing it in a new way (3) thanks to reducing the complexity of ideas captured in input
spaces (4) to the level of readily understandable human experience (Evans 2007: 91). In other words,
this is a kind of conceptual simplification of a complex concept to reduce it to elements we are already
familiar with. An example of a highly conventionalized blend in European cultures is the Grim Reaper
depicted as a hooded skeleton with a scythe (Evans 2007: 132-133). This blend consists of three input
spaces (see Figure 1): the reaper, the killer and death, the last one being comprised of two sub-spaces:
human death and agency.
The first input space includes the reaper who uses a scythe to reap crops; the second – a killer
who slays people and at least partially hides its identity under the hood; the third – death that is,

Figure 1. Grim Reaper as a conceptual blend (based on Figure 22, Evans 2007: 133).
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in fact, an event that eventually results in the body turning into a skeleton. The last one becomes
personified by integrating the concept of human death with agency – this creates a blend in itself,
that is the death-as-agent. The visual elements of the blend metonymically represent each of the input
spaces of the blend.

Personification of abstract concepts in Maya culture
Can any personified image of death be found in the Maya culture? The obvious choice would
be the skeletal figure identified at the beginning of 20th century by Schellhas (1904) as God A,
often labelled as a “Death God”. Very soon, however, it became apparent that there are at least
two different figures involved, subsequently called God A (which is skeletal) and God A’ (which is
anthropomorphic and non-skeletal), though this division does not fully explain the variety of figures
depicted in Maya iconography. Nowadays it is actually possible to read Maya writing and scholars
are finally able to identify these beings correctly, and it has been established that these fantastic
creatures bear names such as sitz’ chamiiy ‘obese death’, mok chih ‘bad pulque’, chak ch’aj chamiiy
‘red bile death’, ixk’ul mihiiy ‘lady ?’, k’an baah ch’o’ ‘yellow-gopher-rat’ (for detailed analysis
of the names of wahy creatures see Houston and Stuart 1989; Grube and Nahm 1994; Helmke and
Nielsen 2009).
The images closely correspond to names, so the sitz’ chamiiy ‘obese death’ is a morbidly
overweight and unhealthy looking man with spots all over the body, chak ch’aj chamiiy ‘red bile
death’ is a skeletal figure very obviously suffering from serious stomach ailments, whereas ixk’ul
mihiiy ‘Lady ?’, the only female in this pantheon identified to date, might be linked with female
health problems or childbirth. It is therefore reasonable to hypothesize, as Helmke and Nielsen
(2009) proposed, that these depict different aspects of disease or death, each of them focusing on
a different death cause or different disease: ones caused by gluttony, stomach problems or childbirth
respectively.
The personification of disease or death has a very practical motivation – it is an attempt to bring
this difficult experience into a human perspective (see Figure 2). If death or disease is a person, we can
interact with it, relate with it, or fight it, if symptoms are the characteristics of a person, we can try to
change them, if healing is fighting, it is possible to overcome and win. Thus, conceptualizing disease
and death as wahy creatures turns events that are independent of us into an element of the material
world around us, which we can try to manipulate and control.

Figure 2. Personification of abstract ideas.

This element of struggle with a disease is very obviously present in Maya healing incantations,
such as this Yukatek chant intended to cure stomach aches (The Ritual of the Bacabs in Bolles and
Bolles 2010: 202-203):
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FOR SNAKE INTESTINAL PAINS
IN A PERSON’S STOMACH

CAN TIPPTE TU NAK UINIC LAE

Shortly therefore I seize you,
I who am your mother, I who am your father.
Oh you White Snake Intestinal Pains,
oh you Red Snake Intestinal Pains. […]
Then thus I tie you to the stem of a squash.
Then you arise to the heart of heaven.
Shortly then thus I deliver you to god The
Ruler oh so they say.

Zam tun bacin in chucech
cen a na, cen a yum.
Cech Zacal Can Tippte be chee,
cech Chacal Can Tippte be chee. […]
Ti tun bacin tin kaxech ti yoc ca.
Ti nacech tan yol caan.
Zam tun bacin in kuben tech ti ku Ah
Tepal an bin chee.

Healers declare that they are the mother and father of the disease, so they have a certain degree
of control over it, then it can be seized, tied (possibly burnt) and delivered to the divine who, as the
ruler, will finally decide its fate. The disease is not only personified but also forced into a position of
subjugation. It is no longer an incomprehensible force of nature but a tangible creature that can be
overpowered.

DEATH AS A COMPLEX DOMAIN
As a complex experience, death is spoken about in many different ways, each highlighting the
aspect the speaker wishes to focus on. The following short list of conceptual metaphors and metonymies
typically used by speakers of English shows that in this language death is primarily understood as
being down, travelling, in particular departing, sleep, our last bed, eternal life, cold, darkness and night
(Tables 1 and 2 are partly based on Kövecses 2010 and Tian 2014).
Table 1. Conceptual metaphors used to talk about death in English
He dropped dead. Lazarus rose from the dead.

Death is down

the last voyage, go up to meet one’s Maker
“Journey’s End: Active Dying” (title of a website)

Death is a journey
Death is the end of a journey

He’s left us. He’s gone. Let us pray for the dear departed.

Death is departure

rest in peace, be reposing

Death is sleep

be put to bed with a shovel, go to one’s last home

Grave is our last bed/ home

be alive with Jesus, join the choir invisible, the final summons,

Death is another life

cold fingers / grip of death

Death is cold

Though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear
no evil. (“The Bible”, Psalm 23:4)

Death is darkness

Do not go gentle into that good night, / Old age should burn and rave
at close of day; / Rage, rage against the dying of the light. (Dylan Thomas,
“Do Not Go Gentle …”)

Death is night
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Table 2, on the other hand, presents examples that are not inter-domain, but intra-domain mappings,
therefore they are examples of conceptual metonymies. Each focuses on a certain physical aspect of
death, such as being stiff, the termination of breath, or burial, such as cremation or being buried
underground, to avoid mentioning death overtly.
Table 2. Conceptual metonymies used to talk about death in English
turn up one’s toes, be a stiff, breathe one’s last

Physiological effects of death for death

leave feet first, become a landowner, be pushing up
(the) daisies, turn to ashes

Aspects of burial for death

Death in Maya languages
In Maya glyphic texts, death is quite frequently mentioned and several expressions are employed
to talk about it (see e.g. Coe and Stone 2005: 62; Stuart 1998), including a simple intransitive verb
cham ‘to die’ (2a) and four beautiful non-literal expressions (2b-e): och-ha’ ‘to water-enter’, och-bih
‘to road-enter’, och-witz ‘to mountain-enter’, and k’a’ay usak ? ik’il ‘his white … breath diminishes’
(Vogt and Stuart 2005; Kettunen 2005). These conceptualizations appear both in linguistic contexts,
that is in glyphic texts, and in non-linguistic ones: in Maya art: in depictions of the Maize god being
ferried into the underworld in a canoe by the Paddler Deities (see Figure 3) and funerary masks where
the “white breath” is issuing from the ruler’s nose, mouth and ears (see Figure 4). This multi-modality
of human conceptual system has been a widespread topic of research in recent years and shows
promising directions for future investigations.
(2)

a.

cham ‘dies’

b.

ochha’ ‘water-enters’

Death is a journey
metaphor

c.

ochbih ‘road-enters’

Death is a journey
metaphor

d.

ochwitz ‘mountain-enters’

Death is a journey
metaphor

e.

k’a’ay usak ? ik’il ‘his/her white
… breath diminishes’

Physiological effects of death for death
metonymy / Death is lack of breath metaphor

Death is a journey
What would be the cognitive account of these linguistic expressions? Firstly, Figure 3 and linguistic
expressions in (2b-d) show that in the Maya culture death was perceived as the commencement of
a journey – onto a path, into water or into a mountain. Along these same lines, Miller and Taube
(2011: 39) point out that the “Maya conceived the afterlife to be a journey, a harrowing that one might
successfully overcome”, while the “entry into the Maya Underworld began with passage through still
water, sometimes rendered in Classic Maya art as a passage by canoe”. The perilous journey is also
described in the sacred book of the K’iche’ Maya, the Popol Vuh, where the Hero Twins travel through

Through the valley of the shadow of death
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Figure 3. The Maize god being ferried to the Underworld by the Paddler Deities. Carving on a bone found in
Burial 116 at Tikal (drawing by Linda Schele © Los Angeles County Museum of Art)

the Underworld (Xibalba or ‘place of fright’) to overcome the lords of death. Since this metaphor
structures the whole story, it can be regarded as a “megametaphor” or “extended metaphor” – a largescale metaphor that does not necessarily explicitly surface in the text, but hidden behind the text,
provides a coherent conceptual structure for more local, overtly articulated conceptual metaphors (see
Kövecses 2010: 57-59, 325).
Thus, the conceptual metaphor Death is a journey instantiated by the linguistic expressions ochbih ‘to road-enter’, och-ha’ ‘to water-enter’ and och-witz ‘to mountain-enter’ used in glyphic texts,
draws on the Maya mythology. It is also reflected in example (3) from modern Ch’orti’, a Mayan
language closely related to the language of Classic Maya texts (see Hull 2003: 11-12):
(3)

No’n kab’ijnu tya’ kachamay yar kamut ira a’xin tichan i a’wan ata’kruma axana.
‘We believe when we die, these little spirits of ours go up and get lost while walking.’
(Hull 2005: 6, entry for awan ta’kruma ‘get lost, lose one’s way’)

The Death is a journey conceptual metaphor highlights the purposeful nature of death, while
it hides other aspects, such as the termination of life processes. In other words, it provides means of
understanding and verbalizing a certain aspect of a complex target domain (death), which might be
further complemented by other conceptual metaphors.

Death is lack of breath
On the other hand, the image in Figure 4 and the linguistic expression in (2e) focus on the
physiological aspects of death (it is therefore a conceptual metonymy Physiological effects of
death for death), but by implication they also entail that the Maya perceived death as lack of breath,
so consequently, life would inherently entail breathing (which is the conceptual metaphor Death is
lack of breath / Life is breath). This phenomenon is known as metaphtonymy or metaphor from
metonymy – a metonymic relationship between an event and its symptoms is the basis for a metaphoric
interpretation of the event (Evans 2007: 138). Thus, a symptom of death – the termination of breath
becomes a synonym for death.
And again, Miller and Taube (2011: 186), as well as Stone and Zender (2011: 73), identify the
Maya concept of ik’ ‘wind, breath, spirit’ (the same word that appears in (2e)) as the animating force
that pervades all living creatures and which “commonly symbolizes the engendering, creative spirit
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Figure 4. Funerary mask from Tomb I, Structure VII at Calakmul. Copyright by Instituto Nacional de Antropología
e Historia, Mexico.

from which life derives. […] It was believed to reside in all things that moved and thus showed life”
(Miller and Taube 2011: 186). Thus, the conceptual metaphors Life is breath, Death is lack of
breath draws on the pan-Mesoamerican belief in what the essence of life is. We can also see the same
kind of conceptualisation in examples (4) from modern Ch’orti’:
(4)

a.

Tya’ achamay e ak’ach ma’chi
amusijk’i. ‘When the chicken dies, it
doesn’t breathe’. (Hull 2005: 85, entry
for musijk’i ‘breathe’)

b.

K’a’pa umusik’ e Nacho. ‘Ignacio
died’. (Hull 2005: 71, entry for k’a’pa
‘finished off, run out, end’)

In (4a) a native speaker chooses to explain the word musijk’i ‘breathe’ by linking it with death,
which shows that breath is a relevant aspect of life and its lack is equivalent to death. Example (4b) is
even more straightforward, since the expression k’a’pa umusik’ literally means ‘he ran out of breath’
and metaphorically ‘he died’.
The Death is lack of breath conceptual metaphor highlights, or focuses on, the termination of
life processes. Indeed, if analysed as a diphrastic kenning, as Kettunen (2005) suggested, the linguistic
expression k’a’ay usak … ik’il ‘it gets withered, his/her white … wind [=breath]’ might even mention
the termination of two life processes, the latter of them being breath, the former remaining to be
identified. The expression occasionally appears with another element listed as being terminated – utis
that might be translated as ‘his/her bad wind [=flatulence]’, which potentially forms a “trifrasismo”
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(see Kettunen 2005: 11; see also Hull 2003: 400), so death might be tantamount to terminating more
than one life process: an unidentified one, breathing (good wind) and – occasionally – digestion (bad
wind). In this case, the more detailed metaphor might be rephrased as Death is termination of life
processes.

Other conceptualizations of death
However, the above-mentioned expressions appearing in Maya glyphic texts do not exhaust the
possible ways of conceptualizing death in Mayan languages. A sample from the Cordemex dictionary
of Yukatek Maya (Barrera 1980) reveals that it is indeed a complex domain.
Example (5a) shows that death is perceived as a physical entity which can move, so it is
anthropomorphised or zoomorphised, since it is people and animals that have the capacity to move
purposefully, or to approach somebody. Examples (5b-f) show that death is understood as the end and,
in particular, the end of a year (5c) and the end of a journey (5d-e). However, death is also the beginning
of a new journey, since it is a departure (5f). By entailment, this shows that life is also conceptualized
as a journey. Examples (5g-k) focus on more physiological aspects, with examples (5g-h) being an
instance of the interaction of conceptual metaphor and metonymy. Thus, in (5g) death is understood as
being down, which instantiates the Death is down metaphor and Result of death (being down) for
death metonymy. In (5h) death is perceived in terms of the termination of life processes – Death is
lack of breath and again Result of death (no breath) for death. Examples (5i-k) are best analysed
as conceptual metonymies focusing on certain aspects of death or burial, such as extending your limbs
and piling up the bones, the latter being a documented custom among the Maya.

(5)

Literal meaning

Extension

Metaphor/ metonymy

a.

nets’an ‘acercarse’
[approach]

nets’an u kimil ‘cercano [esta] a
la muerte / cerca a la muerte’
[death is approaching]

Death is a being

b.

nak’ ‘fin o cabo’

hi’iwiI tab kitan ka’ nak’ ‘no
sabemos qué fin tendremos,
donde moriremos’ [we do not
know what end we’ll meet]

Death is the end

c.

hits’ ‘el postrero
día del año o
mes, o semana’
[last day of the
year, month or
week]

hits’ ‘pasamiento de muerte’
[death]

Death is the last day of a year
Life is a year

d.

xulul ‘acabarse’
[finish]

xulul kuxtal: morirse [finish life,
die]
xulul be: acabarse de andar el
camino, morirse [finish the road,
die]

Death is the end of a journey
Life is a journey

e.

sat ‘perder algo’,
sat be ‘cerrar
camino’

sat be ‘morir’ [lose / close the
road]

Death is the end of a journey
Life is a journey
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f.

nets’an u k’inil in benel ‘ya se llegó
el tiempo de mi ida’ [the time of my
departure came]

Death is departure

g.

hits’il ‘orillar,
finalizar’
[complete, finish]
ti’ kab ‘bajura,
abajo’ [low]

hits’il ti’ kab ‘morir o ser
ajusticiado’ [finish low, die]

Death is down / Physiological
effects of death for death

h.

benel ‘ir, faltar,
quedar’ [go, lack,
leave]

benel ik’ ‘morirse, expirar
dando el alma o muriendo’ [lack
breath, die]

Death is lack of breath /
Physiological effects of
death for death

i.

tats’ ‘extender
brazos y piernas’
[extend one’s
arms or legs]

tats’ baat ‘extender las piernas
o morirse’ [extend your legs]
tats’ u baat in yum ‘murirse mi
padre’

Extending legs for death /
Result for death

j.

mochah ‘encoger
piernas’ [shrink
imbs]

moch baat ‘morirse’ [shrink
limbs]
u mochah u baat in yum ‘murió
mi padre’

Shrinking (animal) limbs for
death / Result for death

k.

bankunah
‘amontonar’ [pile up]

bankunah tsek’el ‘morirse’
[pile up bones / stones]

An aspect of burial for death

SUMMARY
The examples analysed above show interesting patterns of thought and conceptualizations of
death in Maya languages:
(1) The Yukatek translation of the fragment of Psalm 23:4 shows that the conceptualization of
death in Yukatek is closely associated with caves, depth and darkness and confirms the polysemy of
ch’een meaning both a ‘cave’ and a dark area, comparable to the ‘valley’ of the original source. This
concept resurfaces also in the linguistic expression och-witz ‘to mountain-enter’ as a death expression.
(2) The iconography and analysis of names of wahy creatures suggest that Maya people of
the Classic Period depicted multiple aspects of death and disease, reflecting the complexity of this
experience, thus there seems to be no universal personified depiction of death similar to the Grim
Reaper of European cultures. Instead there are numerous creatures symbolizing different diseases or
ways of dying, many of them preferentially zoomorphised rather than anthropomorphised.
(3) The linguistic expressions appearing in glyphic texts to refer to death events, namely och-bih
‘to road-enter’, och-ha’ ‘to water-enter’, och-witz ‘to mountain-enter’ and k’a’ay usak ? ik’il ‘his/her
white … breath gets withered’, show that death was understood as a variety of journeys, and as the
termination of life processes.
(4) Further examples from Yukatek Maya show that death was also perceived as a being capable
of movement, the end of the journey, a journey itself, in particular the departure, the last day of a
period of time such as a week, month or year, being down and the termination of life processes such
as breathing. As a result, it is also possible to infer that life was understood as a journey and a period
of time such as a week, month or year.
(5) There is also a number of metonymic expressions that allow for avoiding mentioning death
directly, such as tats’ baat ‘extend one’s legs’ or bankunah tsek’el ‘to pile up bones’.

Through the valley of the shadow of death
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Some of these linguistic expressions are easily understood and translatable without too much
difficulty, since they result from human physiology, which is universal for all people (e.g. benel ik’
‘to lack breath’ or tats’ baat ‘extend one’s legs’). Others, however, are culturally determined, since
to comprehend expressions such as bankunah tsek’el ‘to pile up bones’ or och-ha’ ‘to water-enter’
requires extensive knowledge of the culture tied to the language. Thus, the latter expressions require
more effort to understand and even more consideration to translate them into other languages with
minimal loss of content and form.

APPENDIX
List of conceptual metaphors and metonymies discussed in the text
Metaphor: X is Y where X is the target domain and Y is the source domain.
Metonymy: X for Y where X is the metonymic vehicle and Y is the metonymic target.

Metaphor

Metonymy

Death is a being
Death is a journey
Death is cold
Death is darkness
Death is departure
Death is down
Death is eternal life
Death is lack of breath
Death is night
Death is spleep
Death is termination of life processes
Death is the end
Death is the end of a journey
Death is the last day of a year
Grave is our last bed/ home
Kings are farmers
Life is a journey
Life is a year
Life is breath
People are plants

An aspect of burial for death
Aspects of burial for death
Extending legs for death
Physiological effects of death for death
Result of death for death
Shrinking (animal) legs for death
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